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FIRST
IMPRESSIONS
COUNT

You've made an important step and decided to
put your property on the market. So now it's
time to make sure that you do everything you
can to market your home in the best possible
light. First impressions really do count when
potential buyers walk through your door, and
it's often the little things that you do that can
make a huge difference to how quickly your
property gets snapped up.
Firstly, take a step back and be honest with
yourself:
How will your home compare to others in your
price range on Rightmove, for example? How
can you ensure your home is the one that
stands out for potential buyers to put at the
top of their wish list?
The photographer’s visit is so important as
your room shots will give the first impression
of your home. Better photographs usually
mean more viewings.
Remember that we do not want to remove all
personality from your home as viewers need
to visualise themselves living there – but you
do need to present it in the best way possible.
How can you do this? Read on for some easy,
‘quick wins’ and maybe a few ideas that you
may not have considered.
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THE

ALL-

IMPORTANT
'KERB

APPEAL'

Stand outside your house and take a long,
hard look at the path or driveway and
entrance to your home. Does it need
tidying? Does the lawn need mowing?
Maybe fallen leaves are making the
frontage look messy and weeds are
poking up through your pathway. Are your
planted containers full of dead plants?
Now is the time to get your gardening
gloves out and make the entrance to your
property look its best.
You can add fresh colour by hanging
seasonal baskets and planted containers
to brighten up the front garden and
create an inviting first impression.

De-clutter

De-cluttering is an absolute must if you
want to showcase your home at its best.
Potential buyers are often put off by piles
of children’s toys or books stacked in the
corner of a room, and having a clean, tidy,
minimal look to a house can really help it
stand out from the competition.
We want viewers to envisage themselves
living there and if you have too many
personal items on display, they may feel
there is a lack of storage, or worse, the
house is too small for them and their
belongings.
So, put away anything you won’t need
before moving day and just keep your
favourite or most-used items on show.
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KITCHEN

LOUNGE ABOUT

NIGHTMARES
We all know how cluttered kitchens can become
with detergent bottles, electrical appliances and
foodstuff littering worktops. Again, be ruthless
and clear or hide away as much as you can.
Make sure that your sink and draining board is
clear of dirty pots and that overflowing bins are
emptied. The ‘lived-in’ look will not work for
kitchens, as again, this may give the impression
of being smaller than it actually is and with a
lack of cupboard space if the worktops are full.
Switch on any under cupboard lighting for your
photographer and also when viewers come
round as this gives a warmer appeal and helps
light up the worktops.

In the living room, plump up cushions and
smooth throws so your soft furnishings look
pristine and your room enticing.
Remember to hoover your carpets and rugs and
switch the television off. Clear any trailing wires
too.
Real fires or log burners can add a warmly glow
to your home and turn on lamps to give your
rooms a welcoming feel on your photographs
and to lighten any darker areas.
If a room is particularly gloomy, turn on the
overhead light too. Curtains should be fully
open and neatly tied back to maximise the
natural light.
Pictures should be hanging
straight and shelves tidied so all books are
neatly aligned.
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UNWIND
AND RELAX

Bedrooms can make or break a photo
shoot. This is the room that viewers will be
unwinding in so it needs to present as a
calm space. Make sure shelves and
dressing tables are cleared of clutter, make
up and toiletries.
Change the bed sheets and iron them to
avoid unsightly creases. And plump up
your pillows too. You need to make the
master bedroom look as inviting as
possible so wardrobe doors should always
be closed and consider different textures
by adding more cushions and cosy throws.

Bathrooms should be sparkling clean with
fresh, neatly folded towels – and the toilet
seat down!
We know that children’s bedrooms and
playrooms are – and should be - full of toys
but again, for photographic purposes, tidy
as much as possible away so that viewers
can envisage the room as they may use it.

Don’t forget, once again, to hoover carpets
and rugs prior to the photographer’s visit.
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BUSINESS-LIKE

FRESHEN

PREPARATION

Cheer up all your rooms by placing vases
of fresh flowers and flowering plants
around the home. Bowls of fresh fruit
always look good in kitchens and dining
rooms too.

The same applies to study areas which
should be cleared of paperwork and
desks tidy and clear.

UP

Your viewers may not need or want a
study, so the more minimalist this room
looks, the more they will see it as an
empty room ready to be used for
whatever purpose may suit them and
their lifestyle.

PETS

AT

HOME

We all love our pets but their beds and
blankets should be clean and tidy and
any toys tidied – just as much as the
children’s play areas. And try to make
sure they are out of the way when the
photographer comes.

THE

GREAT

OUTDOORS

Finally, the back garden is as important as
anywhere else in your home. Tidy
children’s toys and make sure your lawn is
freshly mowed.
Remove covers on garden furniture too so
that you are demonstrating the lifestyle
and how viewers can use your garden all
year round.
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YOU

LOVE

WANT

TO

BUYERS

YOUR
MAKE

DO

HOME
SURE

AND

WE

POTENTIAL

TOO

Just remember that these are hints and
tips to make the best use of the
photographer’s shots for the sale of your
home. You love your home and we want
to make sure the next owner does too
and this is the first step on that journey
so think about what made you love it in
the first place and accentuate that aspect
too.

Is it a balcony or a stunning view, or
simply the aspect from your favourite
room? Feel free to point this out to the
photographer so that they capture these
details as best they can.
We are all working together to sell your
home as quickly as possible so by
following these hints and tips, we can
maximise the look of your home in the
photographer’s shots.

If you have any questions regarding the marketing of your property, or preparing your home
for photography please call our Sales Team on 01244 346226.
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